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Abstract
MAC address spoofing has plagued LAN communication for a long time. Many attacks use it as a springboard to carry out
subsequent attacks. The main reason for this kind of attack is the exposure of MAC address. If the source MAC address of
the node can be hidden during frame forwarding, this kind of attack can be effectively prevented. This study proposes virtual
MAC switching (VMS) as a solution to this problem. VMS uses multi-address hopping technology to make the MAC address
of the frame change continuously in the forwarding process. Its unique address generation format makes other nodes unable
to record or speculate the real MAC address of the node, so it cannot launch an attack. Experiments show that VMS is close
to typical SDN switches in terms of delay, throughput, and overhead and has a higher security level.

Keywords Frame switch · Ethernet · SDN · Virtual address

1 Introduction

The network architecture is hierarchical, such as the clas-
sic TCP/IP architecture and open system interconnection
architecture. The advantages of hierarchical architecture are
evident, such as independence, maintenance, and easy imple-
mentation. After layering, each layer adopts an independent
address and resolution scheme to maintain independence.
To illustrate, the link layer adopts a MAC address, the net-
work layer adopts an IP address, and the transport layer adds
a port [1, 2]. However, these addresses are not completely
independent from the whole communication process. Net-
work devices such as hosts and switches must master the
correlation between addresses before they can complete data
transmission. For example, the corresponding relationship
between the IP address and theMAC address is necessary for
the host to transmit frames in layer-2. To maintain these cor-
respondences, many protocols are proposed, such as address
resolution protocol (ARP), neighbor discovery protocol, and
dynamic host configuration protocol [3, 4]. Using these pro-
tocols, network nodes can automatically find and maintain
the corresponding relationship between various addresses.
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MAC spoofing seriously harms LAN communication
because of many loopholes in the data link layer protocol
and the forwarding mechanism. Malicious hosts can use
forged frames to causeARP caching, cache polling, or launch
denial of service, and man-in-the-middle attacks. There-
fore, MAC spoofing needs to be solved urgently. Despite
some representative works, such as Source Address Valida-
tion Improvement, SEcureNeighbor Discovery (SEND), and
Ether agent, many deficiencies remain. For example, addi-
tional servers are required [5–7], the whole network traffic
needs to be monitored [8, 9], the binding anchor parameters
are complex [10–14], the calculation cost is high [15], and
the implementation is difficult [16, 17].

To solveMAC spoofing attack, this paper proposes virtual
MAC switching (VMS) as a solution. Its advantages are as
follows: VMS does not need a complex binding mechanism
and filters all forged packet in layer-2, so the filtering effect
is better. VMS does not require additional servers, which
avoids single point of failure. VMS does not need to modify
the host protocol stack, which is easy to deploy. Moreover,
VMSmakes the host unaware of the realMAC of other hosts,
which prevents frame forgery from the link layer.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The second
part introduces the research work related to frame forward-
ing. The third part describes the forwarding principle and
workflow of the newmethod, and the fourth part presents the
contrastive experiment. The fifth part summarizes the article.
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Fig. 1 Network topology

Table 1 Host configuration and connection information

Host MAC Connected devices Port

A MACa S2 1

B MACb S2 2

C MACc S3 1

2 Research background

2.1 MAC spoofing

Ethernet forwarding is based on the destination MAC of the
frame. Every time a frame is received, the switch extracts the
destinationMACof the frame and then looks up its ownMAC
forwarding table. If there is an entrymatching the destination
MAC in the table, it is forwarded according to the port field of
the entry. If not, the frame is broadcast. To maintain its MAC
forwarding table, the switch carries out MAC learning. The
method is that whenever a frame enters, the switch records
the access port and the sourceMACof the frame. If the source
MAC exists in the MAC forwarding table, the corresponding
entry is updated. If no entry matches the source MAC, a new
entry is added to record the source MAC and the enter port.
If an entry has not been matched for a long time, the entry is
removed from the table.

The forwarding mechanism of the switch is vulnerable to
many attacks, and a typical one is MAC spoofing attack.
Assuming that the network topology is shown in Fig. 1,
the configuration and connection information of each host
is shown in Table 1.

When the network is in running normally, theMAC tables
of each switch are shown in Tables 2, 3 and 4.

Suppose that host B knows the MAC address of host a,
and now B wants to attack A with MAC address spoofing.
The attack method of B is as follows:

Table 2 MAC forwarding table of S1

MAC Port TTL

MACa 1 default

MACb 1 default

MACc 2 default

Table 3 MAC forwarding table of S2

MAC Port TTL

MACa 1 default

MACb 2 default

MACc 3 default

Table 4 MAC forwarding table of S3

MAC Port TTL

MACa 2 default

MACb 2 default

MACc 1 default

Table 5 Updated MAC address forwarding table of S2

MAC Port TTL

MACa 2 300

MACb 2 300

MACc 3 300

Step 1 B forges a frame. The destination MAC of the frame
is MACc, and the source MAC is MACa. B sends it out.
Step 2 The frame reaches S2, S2 learns the MAC address.
After learning, the MAC forward table of S2 is as shown in
Table 5.
Step 3 As the destination MAC of the frame is MACc, the
frame goes through S1 and S3. Similarly, S1 and S3 learn the
MAC address. However, the updated MAC forwarding table
is the same as the original, which is not given here.
Step 4 If C wants to send a frame to A, the destination of the
frame should beMACa.When the frame enters switch S3, S3
forwards it to switch S1 through port 2. After S1 queries its
ownMAC forwarding table, the frame is forwarded to switch
S2 through port 1. After S2 looks up its own forwarding
table, it sends the frame to host B through port 2. In this way,
B successfully receives the frame that should be sent to A,
thereby forming MAC spoofing.
MAC spoofing attack can also attach host, such asARP cache
pollution, Man-in-the-Middle, NDP cache pollution, and so
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Fig. 2 Deployment of SAVA in access layer

on, all of which cause great trouble to LAN communication
[18, 19].

2.2 Related research

In actual deployment, IP and MAC binding is a conven-
tionalmeans to preventMACspoofing, but thismethod needs
manual maintenance, so it is unsuitable for dynamic and
large-scale networks. Using VLAN for layer-2 segmentation
and reducing the influence range of broadcasting can limit
the harm of MAC spoofing, but they change the topology of
the network.

Checking the authenticity of the source address is an effec-
tive method. References [5] and [20] use the discrete event
system (DES) in the intrusion detection system to monitor
all ARP messages in the LAN. If ARP is detected, it uses the
active probe message to analyze the source sending request
and then judge whether there is cheating according to the
detection result. If there is deception, the DES receives more
than one response, causing an event sequence different from
the normal. This method requires a trusted host in the net-
work to run the DES, and this host should have the ability to
monitor all the traffic, which has the single point of failure.
The literature [6] is the same as the literature [7] in that it does
not trust the received ARP message directly, especially the
broadcast ARP message but uses ICMP message for reverse
test. The ICMP echo request (Ping) is used to test whether the
source address is credible and then decide whether to trust
according to the test results.

Node behavior checking is difficult to carry out in IPv6. In
IPv6, a node can have multiple IP addresses at the same time,
such as link local address and multiple routing addresses.
That is, IP and MAC no longer have one-to-one corre-
spondence. Document [21] proves that the corresponding
relationship between IP and MAC for a host is undecidable.

One of the effective ways to find abnormal node behav-
ior is source address validation, that is, to filter the packet
according to the source address. On the one hand, it can
directly prevent the attack from the source; on the other
hand, it is convenient for the tracking, network diagnosis,
and management [10, 11]. An example is shown in Fig. 2.
SAVA can be deployed at the access layer, at the entrance of
autonomous system (AS), or between different ASs. When

SAVA is deployed in the access layer, it can effectively pre-
vent MAC spoofing in the LAN.

SAVA’s deployment schemes include FCFS-SAVI for
IPv6 network, DHCP-SAVI for DHCP, and SEND-SAVI for
SEcure Neighbor Discovery (SEND). SAVI does not check
the MAC address by default. Therefore, if the IP address is
true but the MAC address is false, SAVI cannot detect it.
The literature [12] proposes to use MAC as additional bind-
ing information to improve FCFS-SAVI. At present, SAVI
is still in the experimental stage, and it is difficult to deploy
[13, 14]. The literature [22] adds a state mechanism to the
host’s cache, which ensures that even if the host receives an
ARP reply, if it has not initiated an ARP resolution for the
address before, the cache will not be updated. The literature
[23] believes that when multiple IP addresses in ARP cache
correspond to the sameMAC, theremust be deception. Cache
should be clearmanually, but thismethod ismore passive and
inefficient.

SEND is an enhanced version of NDP, and cryptographi-
cally generated address (CGA) is the main feature of SEND
[24]. CGA is a unique address format with complicated cal-
culation method and high complexity [15]. Document [16]
proposes other efficient encryption schemes. SEND remains
very difficult to deploy and implement, and most manufac-
turers are unable to support it [17].

As a new generation of network technology, SDN (Soft-
ware Defined Network) makes up for themany shortcomings
of traditional networks. It brings great improvements in
rapid deployment, resource allocation, and task arrangement,
among others. However, SDN also inherits manyweaknesses
of traditional networks, and the security problems cannot be
ignored. It even introduces new security problems, such as
MAC spoofing, ARP cache pollution, and so on [25, 26].

At present, very few studies are on the working mode of
switches in SDN, and only a handful are on how specific
protocols work better in SDN to improve security or reduce
network load. For example, to expand the scale of ether-
net and enable a single LAN to support more nodes, Seattle
adopts one hop DHT (Distributed Hash Table) technology to
store STP (Spanning Tree Protocol), ARP, and other proto-
col information on each node of the network discretely so
as to limit the broadcast load of the whole network. Dbridge
improves Seattle and supports incremental deployment [27,
28].

ABCarchitecture uses the learning ability of the controller
to convert the multiple protocol’s message that should be
broadcast into unicast so as to reduce the network traffic
[29]. Similar methods are adopted in the literature [30, 31].
The literature [8] proposes that a large-scale LAN should
be divided into several small areas. Each area is equipped
with an agent, which is responsible for filtering, limiting, and
responding to ARP messages so as to reduce the number of
flooding and limit the disturbance of flooding to the network.
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The literature [9] adopts a more complex way to reduce
network traffic. It sets up a variety of servers on the control
plane. For a variety of messages that should be broadcast,
such as ARP request and DHCP discovery, the server can
process them to limit the broadcast. Portland adopts a MAC
mapping method, which designs a virtual address format
called PMAC [32]. PMAC consists of four parameters: pod,
position, port, and VMID. The purpose of PMAC is to enable
the switch to learn the MAC address through PMAC so as to
save the storage space of the switch, facilitate the migration
of virtual machines, and improve the expansion ability of the
data center.

In FDSM, the controller is responsible for monitoring
ARP and DHCP messages to collect the address information
of the host in the LAN. When there is an address resolution
request, the controller is responsible for answering [33]. The
literature [34] posits that in the data center, the hosts of dif-
ferent tenants do not communicate. Therefore, the switch can
carry out selective MAC learning, so the size of the forward-
ing table can be reduced greatly. However, the disadvantage
is that the frame in link layer becomes larger to carry tenant
information.

Small-scale resolution technology is unsuitable for large-
scale data center because broadcasting limits the scale of the
network. Broadcasting brings high load and huge forward-
ing table to the network [35, 36]. In a typical data center,
the traffic generated by ARP accounts for 88% of the whole
network broadcast. In a broadcast domain with 32,000 hosts,
the ARP broadcast needs to occupy 100 Mbps bandwidth.
Although subnet division can limit the broadcast domain,
different subnets use different IP segments, which limits the
mobility of virtual hosts and affects the continuity of appli-
cations. To overcome the limitations of ethernet technology,
many scholars proposed overlay network as a solution, such
as [37–41]. Trill has become the recommended standard of
IETF; it proposes to encapsulate the ethernet frame and add
a new forwarding header. Rbridge can forward these frames
between different regions according to the header informa-
tion.Overlay network tries to avoid using STP.AlthoughSTP
protocol can avoid broadcast storm, its disadvantages are also
obvious. It reduces link utilization and cannot achieve high
reliability and high load.

Although SDN has changed the working mode of the
network, the network presents a variety of forms and charac-
teristics through flexible app design. However, the data plane
still cannot meet the needs of the data center. The emergence
of P4 technology effectively makes up for this. The P4 run-
time accelerates the integration of SDN and P4 and expands
the application field of SDN. To overcome the limitation of
STP on ethernet expansion, ARP path adopts the method
of multi-path generation [42]. It uses the broadcast process
of ARP request to generate the binding port and reduces
the broadcast message. It uses ARP reply to generate the

Fig. 3 Network topology

shortest path, thus avoiding the use of STP, which effectively
utilizes the high availability of multiple links. It also does not
need any link state protocol. In addition, this method can be
deployed in SDN after being combined with P4 [43, 44].

Compared with the existing research, VMS is proposed in
this work as the MAC spoofing solution. Its advantages are
shown in the following aspects:

(1) Although SAVI can partially filter false messages at the
access layer, it requires a complex binding mechanism
and the assistance of the IP layer. VMS does not require
a complex binding mechanism and realizes the filtering
of fake packet on layer-2, so the filtering effect is better.

(2) Compared with SEND [15, 17], SAVA[10], the litera-
ture [5, 20, 45, 46], EtherProxy [39], and other method,
VMS does not need additional servers, thus avoiding
single point of failure, and applies to all frame types
and facilitating deployment. Moreover, VMS does not
need to modify the host protocol stack, so the imple-
mentation cost is lower.

(3) Compared with existing research, VMS realizes MAC
address hiding, that is, only the access switch knows the
real MAC of the host, and no host knows the real MAC
of other hosts. It solves MAC spoofing from the data
link layer.

3 Virtual MAC switching

The main reason for the prevalence of MAC spoofing is the
exposure of MAC addresses, which allows malicious hosts
to take advantage of it. To hide the MAC address of the host,
we design a virtual address architecture that uses themultiple
jump of virtual address on the switch to hide the real address
of the host, which is called VMS.

3.1 Address generation

WedescribeVMSwith the topo shown in Fig. 3, the system is
composed of switch, host, and controller. In VMS, the switch
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virtualizes the MAC address of the frame when forwarding.
The virtual address generation method is as follows:

Every network card has a fixed and globally unique MAC
address with a length of 48 bits. Here, we call it rMAC.
The MAC address with special format generated by rMAC
is vMAC. The generation process of vMAC is as follows:

(1) Connect the realMAC (48 bits) with the host access port
number (16 bits, expand to 16 bits if less than 16 bits)
to obtain a binary string with a length of 64 bits, which
is recorded as X.

(2) Calculate the hash value of X. MD5, SHA-1, and other
hash algorithms can be used here. The length of hash
value must be longer than 128 bits.

(3) Take the last 24 bits of the hash value and add a fixed
24 bits prefix (01–80-c2) to form a new MAC address,
that is, the vMAC.

3.2 New forward table

In VMS, the MAC forwarding table of the switch consists of
four fields: MAC, port, time to live (TTL), and conversion
table. The meanings of MAC, port, and TTL are the same as
those of ordinary switches. The conversion table field is used
to record the name of conversion table that corresponds to
the MAC. The name of the conversion table is 64 bits long
and is represented by 16 characters.

Each entry in the conversion table consists of two fields:
port and vMAC. If the source MAC of a frame exists in
the MAC forwarding table, when the frame needs to be for-
warded from a specific port, the source MAC field of the
frame should be replaced with the vMAC corresponding
to the port in the conversion table. If the destination MAC
address of the frame is a vMAC, the switch should traverse
each conversion table in turn. If the destinationMAC address
of the frame is found in a conversion table, then the MAC
address corresponding to the conversion table in the MAC
forwarding table of the switch should be found according to
the name of the conversion table, and then, the destination
MAC address field of the frame is replaced with the MAC.

3.3 Controller in VMS

In VMS, the main functions of the controller include the
following two aspects:

(1) Probe network topology

Whenever a new device accesses the network or the port
state of the old device changes, the controller has to use link
layer discovery protocol (LLDP) or open shortest path first to
obtain the topology information of the network. The network

Table 6 Port information

Port Connected device

1 Controller

2 Other device

3 Host

topology information includes how many devices are in the
network and how these devices are connected. For example,
switch X is connected to port 1 of switch Y through its own
port 2.

The ports of a switch can be divided into three categories:
connecting controllers, connecting other network devices, or
connecting hosts. For switch, if the ports connecting the con-
troller and other network devices are excluded, the remaining
ports are used to connect the host.

(2) Assign port information to the switch

The controller sends the port connection information to the
corresponding switch so that the switch can knowwhich ports
are connected to the host, which ports are connected to other
switches, and which ports are connected to the controller.
Table 6 is an example of a typical port information table.

3.4 Switch in VMS

In VMS, the switch is responsible for virtual MAC trans-
formation and frame forwarding. Its workflow is shown in
Fig. 4. The specific description is as follows:

Step 1 When a frame arrives at the switch, the switch needs
to extract its source MAC address and destination MAC
address, which are recorded as MACx and MACy, respec-
tively. It then records the port that the frame arrives at, which
is represented by portz.
Step 2 Check the MAC addresses. The passing standard is to
meet conditions (1) and (3) or conditions (2) and (3) at the
same time. The conditions are as follows:

(1) MACx is a rMAC, and the frame comes from the host.
(2) MACx is a vMAC address, and the frame comes from

other device.
(3) MACy is a vMAC address or a broadcast address.

If the frame cannot pass the check, it is discarded directly.
If it passes the check, proceed to step 3.

Step 3 Check whether there is an entry corresponding to
MACx in the MAC forwarding table. If so, update the MAC
forwarding table; if not, proceed to step 4.
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Fig. 4 Workflow of switch

Update method: Find the entry corresponding to MACx
in the MAC forwarding table, set its port field to portz, and
reset the TTL to the default value.

Step 4 Learn the MAC address. The specific methods are as
follows:

(1) If it is not a duplicate address detectionmessage (ACD
or DAD), address learning fails. If it is, add a new
entry in theMAC forwarding table. TheMACaddress
field of the new entry is MACx, the port field is portz,
and the TTL is the default value. Then, generate a
random conversion table name and write the name
into the conversion table field of the new entry.

(2) Generate the conversion table corresponding to
MACx. The specific methods are as follows:

According to the port information table of the switch,
exclude the ports connecting the controller and the entry port
of the frame (i.e., portz), generate a random virtual MAC
address for each remaining port, and then write it into the
conversion table.

Step 5 Determine the address type of MACy. If it is a broad-
cast address, proceed to step 6. If it is a vMAC, proceed to
step 7.
Step 6 Perform source MAC address conversion and then
broadcast the frame. The specific methods are as follows:

For each port that needs to forward the frame, before for-
warding, the switch needs to query the conversion table cor-
responding to MACx, determine the corresponding vMAC
according to the port, replace the source MAC field in the
frame with the vMAC, recalculate the frame check sequence
(FCS) field of the frame, and then forward the replaced frame
from the port.

Step 7 Traverse all conversion tables of the switch to find
out whether MACy exists. If not, go to step 6. If it exists,
write down the name of the conversion table where MACy
is located, then find the entry to include the conversion table
from the MAC forwarding table, extract the MAC address
and port number of the entry, and then proceed to step 8.
Step8PerformsourceMACconversion anddestinationMAC
conversion and then forward the frame by unicast. The spe-
cific methods are as follows:

(1) Replace the destination MAC field of the frame with
the MAC found in step 7.

(2) Use the port number found in step 7 to retrieve the
conversion table corresponding to MACx, find the
vMAC corresponding to the port number, replace the
sourceMAC field of the frame with the vMAC, recal-
culate the FCS, and then send the frame from the port.
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Table 7 Host information

Host MAC IP

A 00-0c-29-cf-a2-01 10.1.1.1

B 00-0c-29-cf-a2-02 10.1.1.2

C 00-0c-29-cf-a2-03 10.1.1.3

D 00-0c-29-cf-a2-04 10.1.1.4

Table 8 Port information table of S1

Port Connected device

1 host

2 host

3 device

4 controller

Table 9 Port information table of S2

Port Connected device

1 device

2 device

3 controller

3.5 Example of VMS

We use an example to show the working process of VMS.
The network topology is shown in Fig. 3. The connection
information between each device is marked in the figure, and
the IP and MAC addresses of each host are shown in Table
7. We describe how VMS handles address resolution, vMAC
generation, and frame forwarding through three stages: the
initialization stage, the communication stage of A andD, and
the response stage ofD. The table also shows how the address
forwarding table and conversion table of the switch change
during each stage.

3.6 Initialization stage

The controller uses LLDP to generate the port information
table of each switch and send it to the corresponding switch.
See Tables 8, 9 and 10 for the port information obtained by
S1, S2, and S3, respectively.

3.7 Stage of A communicates with D

Now, suppose A wants to communicate with D. A knows
the IP address of D but does not know the MAC address of
D. First, A needs to perform address resolution or neighbor

Table 10 Port information table of S2

Port Connected device

1 host

2 host

3 device

4 controller

Fig. 5 Broadcast frame generated by host A

Table 11 MAC forwarding table of S1

MAC Port TTL Conversion table

00-0c-29-cf-a2-01 1 default 0xbaac2cf05d864631

discovery to obtain theMACofD, soAneeds to send anARP
request or a NS. It is a broadcast frame, so the destination
address is a broadcast address. The frame format is shown in
Fig. 5.

3.8 Process of S1

When the frame reaches switch S1 through port 1, the pro-
cessing process of S1 is as follows:

(1) Extract the source MAC address and destination MAC
address from the frame: They are 00-0c-29-cf-a2-01 and
a broadcast address.

(2) S1 checks MACa and finds that it is an rMAC address
and comes from the host port. The destination MAC is
a broadcast address, so it passes the check.

(3) As the MAC forwarding table of S1 is empty, it
needs to learn the MAC address. Here, assuming that
the name of the conversion table generated by S1 is
0xbaac2cf05d864631, the forwarding table learned is
shown in Table 11.

(4) Generate conversion table “baac2cf05d864631.”Gener-
ate the virtual addresses of 00-0c-29-cf-a2-01 on ports 2
and 3. See 3.1 for the method of generating the vMAC.
The conversion table generated here is shown in Table
12.

(5) As the destination MAC of the frame is a broadcast
address, it should be broadcast. S1 needs to convert the
frame’s source address and broadcast it from ports 2 to
3. The frames sent to port 2 and port 3 are shown in
figs. 6 and 7, respectively.
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Table 12 S1’s conversion table 0xbaac2cf05d864631

Port vMAC

2 01-80-c2-b7-b9-27

3 01-80-c2-aa-4e-80

Fig. 6 Frame sent by switch S1 port 2

Fig. 7 Frame sent by switch S1 port 3

Table 13 MAC forwarding table of S2

MAC Port TTL Conversion table

01-80-c2-aa-4e-80 1 default 0 × 93c72cf05d864631

3.9 Process of B

Host B receives the broadcast frame sent by port 2 of S1, as
shown in Fig. 6 and then updates its address cache to acquire
a new address entry, that is < 01-80-c2-b7-b9-27, 10.1.1.1 >

3.9.1 Process of S2

After port 1 of S2 receives the broadcast frame (Fig. 7) sent
by port 3 of switch S1, the process is as follows:

(1) Extract the source MAC and destination MAC from
the frame: They are 01-80-c2-aa-4e-80 and a broadcast
address (ff-ff-ff-ff-ff-ff).

(2) As the source MAC of the frame is a vMAC and comes
from a device port, and the destination MAC is a broad-
cast address, the MAC passes the check.

(3) There is no 01-80-c2-aa-4e-80 in the forwarding table
of S2, so MAC learning is required. The name of
the randomly generated conversion table here is 0
× 93c72cf05d864631. See Table 13 for the learning
results.

(4) The conversion table 0× 93c72cf05d864631 generated
by S2 is shown in Table 14.

(5) As the destination MAC of the frame is a broadcast
address, S2 first converts the source MAC of the frame
and then forwards it from port 2. The converted frame
is shown in Fig. 8.

Table 14 S2’s conversion table 0 × 93c72cf05d864631

Port vMAC

2 01-80-c2-7d-f4-da

Fig. 8 Frame sent by switch S2 port 2

Table 15 MAC forwarding table of S3

MAC Port TTL Conversion table

01-80-c2-7d-f4-da 3 default 0xb7692cf05d864631

Table 16 S2’s conversion table 0xb7692cf05d864631

Port vMAC

1 01-80-c2-b6-c8-86

2 01-80-c2-35-59-44

3.9.2 Process of S3

After the frame reaches port 3 of S3, the processing process
is similar to that of S2, which is briefly described as follows:

(1) Extract the source MAC and destination MAC address:
01-80-c2-7d-f4-da and a broadcast address.

(2) As the source MAC of the frame is a vMAC, which
comes from a device port, and the destination MAC is
a broadcast address, the MAC passes the check.

(3) There is no 01-80-c2-7d-f4-da in the MAC forwarding
table of S3, so it requires MAC learning. The generated
randomconversion table name is 0xb7692cf05d864631.
The learning results are shown in Table 15.

(4) S3 generates the conversion
table 0xb7692cf05d864631, and the results are shown
in Table 16.

As the destination MAC of the frame is a broadcast
address, S3 broadcasts the frame from each port (excluding
controller port and entry port). The frames generated during
broadcasting are shown in figs. 9 and 10.

Fig. 9 Frame sent by switch S3 port 1
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Fig. 10 Frame sent by switch S3 port 2

Fig. 11 D’s reply frame

3.9.3 Processes of C and D

After receiving the broadcast frame sent by port 1 of S3, host
C updates its address cache and acquires a new address entry
< 01-80-c2-b6-c8-86, 10.1.1.1 > . Similarly, D also updates
its own cache and acquires a new address entry < 01-80-c2-
35–59-44, 10.1.1.1 > .

4 Answer stage of D

4.1 D’s reply

As D already knows the IP and MAC of host A, if D wants
to answer A, it should first build a unicast frame, as shown
in Fig. 11, and then, send it to S3 through port 2.

4.1.1 Process of S3

(1) Extract the source MAC and destination MAC: 00-0c-
29-cf-a2-04 and 01-80-c2-35-59-44.

(2) After checking the MAC, it finds that the source MAC
is a real address and comes from the host port, and the
destination MAC is a vMAC address, so it passes the
check.

(3) The MAC forwarding table of S3 is not empty, but
there is no entry corresponding to 00-0c-29-cf-a2-04, so
MAC learning is required. The name of the generated
random conversion table for 00-0c-29-cf-a2-04 is 0 ×
91162cf05d864631. The learning results are shown in
Table 17. The conversion table 0 × 91162cf05d864631
is shown in Table 18.

(4) As the destination MAC is a vMAC, S3 should traverse
all its conversion tables in turn to findwhich table 01-80-
c2-35-59-44 belongs. Here, it is 0xb7692cf05d864631,
that is, Table 16. The correspondingMAC in forwarding
table is 01-80-c2-7d-f4-da and port 3.

(5) Perform address translation. The source MAC is con-
verted to vmacs3d3 and the destination MAC is con-
verted to 01-80-c2-7d-f4-da. Finally, the frame sent
from port 3 of S3 is shown in Fig. 12.

Table 17 MAC forwarding table of S3

MAC Port TTL Conversion table

01-80-c2-7d-f4-da 3 default 0xb7692cf05d864631

00-0c-29-cf-a2-04 2 default 0 × 91162cf05d864631

Table 18 S3’s conversion table 0 × 91162cf05d864631

Port vMAC

1 01-80-c2-8d-9f-25

3 01-80-c2-76-30-ba

Fig. 12 Frame sent by S3 port 3

Table 19 The MAC forwarding table of S2

MAC Port TTL Conversion table

01-80-c2-aa-4e-80 1 default 0 × 93c72cf05d864631

01-80-c2-76-30-ba 2 default 0 × 9fd52cf05d864631

4.1.2 Process of S2

When the frame reaches port 2 of S2 from port 3 of S3, the
processing process of S2 is as follows:

(1) Extract the source address: 01-80-c2-76-30-ba, destina-
tion address: 01-80-c2-7d-f4-da.

(2) After inspection, it is found that the source MAC is a
vMAC and comes from the device, and the destination
MAC also is a vMAC, so it passes the inspection.

(3) Although the MAC address forwarding table is not
empty, there is no 01-80-c2-76-30-ba, so MAC learning
is carried out. The learning results are shown in Table
19. The name of the generated random conversion table
is 0 × 9fd52cf05d864631. See Table 20 for details.

(4) As the destination MAC of the frame is a vMAC, S2
should traverse each conversion table in turn to find
which 01-80-c2-7d-f4-da belongs. The result is the con-
version table 0 × 93c72cf05d864631, that is, Table 14.
The corresponding entry in the MAC forwarding table
is vmacs1a3 and port 1.

(5) Do the address conversion. The source MAC is con-
verted to 01-80-c2-ff-a5-e1, and the destination MAC
is converted to 01-80-c2-aa-4e-80. Finally, the frame
sent from port 3 of S2 is shown in Fig. 13.
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Table 20 S2’s conversion table 0 × 9fd52cf05d864631

Port vMAC

1 01-80-c2-ff-a5-e1

Fig. 13 Frame sent by S2 port 1

Table 21 MAC forwarding table of S1

MAC Port TTL Conversion table

00:0c:29:cf:a2:01 1 default 0xbaac2cf05d864631

01-80-c2-ff-a5-e1 3 default 0 × 95452cf05d864631

4.1.3 Process of S1

(1) Extract the destinationMAC and the sourceMAC of the
frame: 01-80-c2-aa-4e-80 and 01-80-c2-ff-a5-e1.

(2) After inspection, it is found that the source MAC of
the frame is a vMAC and comes from the device, and
the destination MAC also is a vMAC, so it passes the
inspection.

(3) As the MAC forwarding table is not empty, but there is
no 01-80-c2-ff-a5-e1. It needs to learn the new MAC,
and the learning results are shown in Table 21. The
name of the generated random conversion table is 0 ×
95452cf05d864631.

(4) Generate conversion table 0 × 95452cf05d864631. See
Table 22 for details.

(5) As the destination MAC of the frame is a virtual
MAC address, S1 should traverse all its conversion
tables in turn and find the conversion table to which
01–80-c2-aa-4e-80 belongs. Here is the conversion
table 0xbaac2cf05d864631, that is, Table 12. The cor-
responding entry in theMAC forwarding table is 00-0c-
29-cf-a2-01 and port 1.

(6) Do the address conversion. The source MAC is con-
verted to 01-80-c2-1b-64-de, and the destination MAC
is converted to 00-0c-29-cf-a2-01. Finally, the frame
sent from port 1 of S1 is shown in Fig. 14.

4.1.4 Process of A

After receiving the unicast frame sent byS1,A acquires a new
address entry, < 01-80-c2-1b-64-de, 10.1.1.4 > . In this way,
A obtains the MAC address of host D, and the subsequent

Table 22 S1’s conversion table 0 × 95452cf05d864631

Port vMAC

1 01-80-c2-1b-64-de

2 01-80-c2-e0-c7-14

Fig. 14 Frame sent by S1 port 1

communication between A and D can directly adopt unicast
communication.

5 Experiment and analysis

To test the performance and effectiveness of VMS, we carry
out a series of comparative tests. The experimental platform
is Linux Ubuntu 18.04, AMD 3970 × CPU, 32 GB Corsair
DDR4 memory; network topology software is Mininet; the
programming language is Python 3.80; switch software is
Open VSwitch (OVS); and the controller is Ryu. The net-
work topology is shown in Fig. 3. The experiment includes
several scenarios. According to RFC2544, the forwarding
delay, throughput, and overhead are measured and analyzed.

5.1 Delay

The experiment consists of two scenarios. Scenario 1: Host
A sends a 64-byte frame to host B via switch S1. The length
of the HTB queue is 100. Scenario 2: Host A sends a frame
to host B via switch S1. The frame sending rate is the port
bandwidth/frame size, and the HTB queue length is 1000. In
each scenario, 20 tests are conducted for OVS, native SDN
switch, and VMS. The measurement metric is forwarding
delay, that is, the time difference between the frame sent by
host A and the frame completely received by host B. The
experimental results are shown in Fig. 15.

As shown in Fig. 15, for switches with different band-
widths, the delay of 1000 Mbps switch is less than that of
100 Mbps switch. In the forwarding process, the SDN needs
the cooperation of the controller and the switch, so there the
configuration and change of the flow table occur during the
process. At the same time, the controller needs to maintain
the global MAC table, so the forwarding delay is high. OVS
relies on its own software to simulate the MAC learning and
frame forwarding of ethernet switch, so the frame forwarding
delay is low, but the degree of freedom is limited. VMS needs
to maintain additional conversion tables during forwarding,
so the delay is slightly higher than OVS but lower than SDN.
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Fig. 15 Forwarding delay

Fig. 16 Throughput

5.2 Throughput

The experiment consists of Scenarios 3 and 4. Scenario 3:
Host A sends a 64-byte frame to host B via switch S1. The
bandwidth is 100 Mbps, and the HTB queue length is 1000.
Scenario 4 is similar to Scenario 3, but the bandwidth is 1000
Mbps. In each scenario, 20 experiments are conducted for
OVS, native SDN switch, and VMS, and the measurement
metric is throughput. The experimental results are shown in
Fig. 16.

When the bandwidth is fixed, the throughput of SDN is
the lowest. In SDN, the controller and switch need to interact
periodically and deal with flow table configuration and flow
missing, which affect the forwarding efficiency. Therefore,
SDN throughput is always lower than OVS and VMS. The
throughput of VMS is slightly higher than that of OVS, as
shown in Fig. 16.

5.3 CPU andmemory utilization

In scenarios 3 and 4, the CPU and memory overhead are
measured. As shown in figs. 17 and 18, when performing

Fig. 17 CPU and memory overhead comparison (100Mbps)

Fig. 18 CPU and memory overhead comparison (1000Mbps)

saturation forwarding, the CPU overhead of the three is less
than 30%, and the overhead of SDN is slightly higher. Over-
all, the memory and CPU overhead of 1000 Mbps switching
mode are higher than that of 100 Mbps switching mode. The
CPU overhead of SDN is large, whereas VMS is close to
OVS, and VMS is slightly higher than OVS. In terms of
memory usage, there is a large memory occupation in the
early stage of the experiment, which can be seen in figs. 17
and 18, especially in Fig. 18. The memory utilization rate of
OVS is close to 100% at one time, but it gradually declines
and tends to be stable in the later stage. OVS needs to main-
tain a database (OVSDB), so the memory consumption is
the highest, whereas those in SDN and VMAC are slightly
lower. Although VMS needs more memory space to main-
tain additional data structures, SDN’s flow table and global
MAC forwarding table bring the same overhead.

5.4 Security analysis

Spoofing attacks are very difficult in VMS. Themain reasons
are as follows:
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(1) If a malicious node attempts to send a forged frame to
deceive the switch or other nodes, it is not feasible in
VMS. Take host C trying to forge theMAC address of A
as an example. C does not know the rMAC of host A, so
if C uses the MAC address of A that it learned by itself
to attack, the frame is considered as a forged frame by
the switch and directly discarded. This is because the
address that C learned is vMAC, and the vMAC gener-
ated byVMSadopts a special link layer prefix 01–80-c2,
which belongs to reserved MAC address set. All manu-
facturers and virtual machine software do not obtain the
address with this prefix. Therefore, in VMS, the access
port of the host does not accept frames with vMAC as
the source address. Similarly, the port connecting to the
host does not accept frames with vMAC as the source
address.

(2) If C tries to guess the real address of A and attempts
to produce a collision, it is also very difficult for the
following two reasons:

The MAC address is 48 bits, so it is a huge address space
and it is very difficult to search. Assuming that the network
bandwidth is 1 Gbps, taking the minimum frame of 64 bytes
as an example, the frame that can be generated by the attack-
ing node in one second does not exceed 4 K. Even if each
frame adopts a random source MAC address, the probability
of conflict between this address and A’s MAC is

p = 1 −
230

64×23∏

i=1

(1 − i

248
)

p = 1 − e− (222×222−1)
249

p ≈ 1 − e− 1
226

The probability of conflict is a minimum. Moreover, for
modern switch, to prevent broadcast storm, port broadcast
restriction strategy is generally enabled to limit the number
of broadcast frames generated in one second of a single port,
so the above attack is more difficult to achieve.

(3) Even if C knows the rMAC of A, it cannot cause decep-
tion by using the MAC as the source address when
sealing frames. The switch ports connected by C and
A are different, so the vMAC mapping generated on
each port is also different. Even if C and A send exactly
the same frame, the conversion table generated on the
switch is completely different, so the addresses learned
by other hosts are also different. Therefore, C cannot
receive the frame sent by other hosts to A.

6 Conclusion

The exposure of source MAC address brings huge security
risks to LAN communication. MAC spoofing is the premise
of many attacks. VMS uses a unique address generation
method to generate virtual addresses so as to hide the real
address of the node. This makes MAC spoofing difficult. At
the same time, VMS adopts multi-address hopping technol-
ogy so that the MAC addresses learned by different nodes
are different. In addition, the MAC caches of different hosts
for the same IP address are not consistent and irrelevant. The
experiments also show that VMS is comparable with the tra-
ditional switchingmode in terms of latency and overhead, but
its security is better. Even if an attacker intercepts a frame,
it cannot analyze the sender and the receiver from the frame,
which creates conditions for anonymous communication at
the data link layer. The next research work can be carried
out in three aspects: (1) Optimize forwarding algorithm to
reduce forwarding overhead further. (2) Adopt the probabil-
ity CRC checking for the frame to reduce the checking cost
of the switch. (3) Research content security technology to
achieve anonymous communication at the data link layer.
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